A photonic analog-to-digital converter (PADC) utilizing a slowlight photonic crystal Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) is proposed, to enable the optically coded output of a PADC with reduced device size and power consumption. Assuming an index modulation for the MZI on the Taylor's PADC structure, limiting factors in device size, speed, and effective number of bits are derived considering the signal transition time of the light and the slow light dispersion effects. Details of the device design and results of a time domain assessment of the device performance is described with discussions on the feasibility of sub-mm size, 20GS/s operation of the device having the ENOB (effective number of bits) > 5.
Introduction
The realization of a high speed (>10GS/s) electronic analog-to-digital (A/D) converter has become a serious challenge for circuit designers. With the fundamental physical limitations associated with aperture jitter, thermal noise, and comparator ambiguity [1] , an increase in the universal measure of A/D converter performance (product of resolution and sampling rate) is near to the saturation regime. In this context, photonic means of digitizer, sampler [2] , and A/D converters (PADC) have been a topic of intensive study as an attractive alternative for ultra-fast A/D converters. Especially for PADC, following serious research activities since early 1970s [3, 4] , various principles and forms of operation have been suggested -which can be classified 1) in terms of the degree of photonic implementation; photonic sampled, photonic quantized, photonic sampled & quantized, and photonic assisted [3] , and 2) in terms of de-multiplexing means for analog signal; space, wavelength, time, and interferometric.
Of these, the interferometric PADC proposed by Taylor [4] has been a structure generating most intensive follow-up studies because of its scalability (as the required number of interferometers / sources / detectors increases linearly with the ADC bits/resolutions), and compatibility with electronic interfaces (using electrical input signal and providing quantized output). As an additional attribute, Taylor's PADC structure can be implemented with a low cost single wavelength laser source instead of a multi-wavelength source of higher functionality -which is an imperative for other competing approaches [5] . Still, with the exponential dependence of the interferometer (MZI) length to the number of bits (proportional to 2 b ), and correspondingly with the increase in the power consumption for the phase modulation, most of the demonstrations of Taylor's PADC have focused on a low-bit and high sampling rate, not exceeding the effective number of bits (ENOB) of 4 (at 10GS/s) so far [3] .
In this paper, we suggest a new photonic crystal A/D converter design based on Taylor's ADC concept. The uniqueness of our design is in the application of slow light advantages to the PADC with the introduction of photonic crystal Coupled Resonator Optical Waveguides (CROW) [6] . By employing slow light, we obtain an efficient phase change with much shorter modulation length [7] , to enable the reduction in the size / power consumption of the PADC (~ by factors of tens). To our knowledge, this is a new application of slow light, different from the traditionally proposed ones -such as interferometer [8, 9] , buffer, delay line, or synchronizer [6, 10] . For investigating the properties of the suggested photonic crystal slowlight PADC, we analyze the performance limiting factors in terms of light transit time in the modulation region, as well as the pulse broadening effect (differential time delay) from the slow-light dispersion. Results show the feasibility of achieving a PADC with 20 gigasamplings per second (GS/s) and an ENOB of more than 5, under a silicon platform. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of Taylor's PADC [4] . For each MZI, the necessary modulation region increases by a factor of 2 from the most significant bits. Optical outputs thus having a different period -as a function of the applied bias voltage strength (i.e, analog signal) -can be obtained from the output ports of different MZIs dedicated for each different bits, for the following conversion to a digitized gray coded output (with appropriate threshold / switch elements [11] ). Worth to note, by adjusting the amount of modulation to the MZI, it is also possible to get conventional binary output [4] . Meanwhile, assuming the simultaneous application of an analog signal to the entire electrode, the net phase change felt by the optical signal is not given by the instantaneous strength of the analog signal, but is rather replaced by its averaged value over the transit time T m (light signal propagation time in the modulated region L m of the m-bit MZI) [12] . Different lengths of L m and T m for different bits of MZI thus lead to a non-uniform response to the input analog signal for its output. These non-uniform responses for different bits, thus impose a limitation on the maximum signal bandwidth guaranteed for error-free operation of the ADC. Writing T b as the transit time of light for the LSB MZI, where b the resolution of the PADC, we now can re-write the maximum signal bandwidth f s of the PADC [12] as a function of the index change ratio ρ = (Δn/n), for future reference purpose,
Principle / theoretical analysis
(1), and (Δω / ω 0 ) = σ (Δn / n) = σρ -here, σ is the fraction of mode energy stored in the modulated region [7] , n is the refractive index of the dielectric and f 0 is the frequency of the light source. Assuming a reasonable number of 1% refractive index modulation for λ 0 = 1550nm and σ = 0.6, the PADC bandwidth becomes limited by the light propagation time T b : to 11.5GHz at 6-bit resolution and to 1.44GHz at 8-bit resolution.
For the device size of PADC employing CROW, we now work on rewriting Eq. (1). Utilizing the dispersion relation of light in the CROW: [6] (κ the coupling coefficient; and ω 0 the resonant frequency of the CROW cavity). Equation (1) becomes (assuming the frequency of the signal light
which is plotted in Fig. 2(a) . Can be seen, for the size reduction of Taylor's PADC based on the CROW structure (determined by the modulation length required for the LSB MZI, the longest one) it is suggested to use the smallest κ available. However, understanding that a smaller coupling coefficient in the CROW results in a narrower bandwidth [6] , we naturally expect a limitation in the smallest κ accessible for the reasonable operation of the PADC. Now, thus to analyze the penalty introduced from the restrictions in the signal bandwidth (alternatively, related to the device size, or κ ), we start from the dispersion equation of infinite CROW structure (to note, this is reasonable and well-justified assumption considering the number of resonator cavities in our analysis, as can be seen in Fig. 2 (a) and [13] ). Focusing on the differential time delay of the signal -experienced with the CROW dispersion curvewhich ultimately affects the timing jitter of the output signal of the PADC, we calculate below the differential delay in the propagation time of light after passing the modulation region. With Δ ω being the frequency shift of the CROW structure experienced from the index change, m being the bit of the corresponding MZI (m=1~b for LSB~MSB), and L m and T m being the length / propagation time of light for the modulation region, the differential time delay (between modulation on / off states) of the light signal is given by, expressed in terms of κ , 2)) as the bit-dependent attenuation to the input sinusoid signal [12] and then applying the differential delays (Eq. (5)) from the CROW dispersion considerations, we can now estimate the error in the ENOB (effective number of bits, the actual resolution one can derive from the ADC, contaminated with various noises) that originated from the introduction of CROW structure to Taylor's PADC platform. Applying a fast Fourier transform to the digitized output of the CROW PADC (with transit time and dispersion effects), and then calculating the signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SINAD), we show the calculated ENOB = (SINAD-1.76)/6.02 [1, 3] , in Fig. 2(b) . Can be seen, the reduction of the ENOB with smaller values of κ is evident implying the performance-size tradeoff for Taylor's PADC, resulting from CROW bandwidth restrictions. For example, changing the κ from 0.02 to 0.005, it is possible to reduce the device size / power consumption by a factor of ~ 4, but only at the accompanied expense of an ENOB reduction of ~ 2 (for 10GHz, with 1 % index modulation). We also note that, there exists a maximum bound in the ENOB, dictated from the flight-time considerations only (without CROW, Eq. (2) -5 bits for 10GHz (or 20GS/s) and 2 bits for 200GHz (or 400GS/s).
Results / discussion
Without loss of generality, two-dimensional square dielectric rod photonic crystal (PC) has been used as the basic platform, for the study of a slow-light PADC under Taylor's principle. Dielectric rod of radius r = 0.20a, with a lattice constant of a = 550nm, and an effective refractive index n eff (Si) of 3.23 were adopted. For the construction of the CROW, the dispersion relation (Fig. 3(a) ) was calculated using the PWEM (Plane Wave Expansion Method). The radius of the defect in the CROW cavity was set at r = 0.08a with a defect period of 3a, to provide a coupling coefficient κ of 0.0142 -considering restrictions both in the ENOB (related to differential time delay) and device size. Worth to mention, care has been taken in the wideband design of the 3dB directional splitter (Fig. 3(b) ) [14] and the CROW-PC waveguide adapter (Fig. 3(c) ). For the CROW-PC waveguide adapter, coupled mode theory (CMT) has been applied [15] to give a coupling efficiency > 95%. With the large problem size extending to more than 100μm (=L LSB for a 3bit PADC), 2D FDTD analysis [16] was carried out employing an effective index method [17] . Push-pull index modulation (+/− 0.496%) was used to drive the MZI assuming a DC bias to both arms of the modulator, with the signal frequency set at the CROW center frequency f = 0.3543(c/a). Figure 4 shows the operation of the 3-bit PADC (having different modulation lengths for each MZI), for a linearly increasing (within t = 6.88ps~27.5ps) analog input signal. To note, outputs of each MZI can be digitized by setting decision thresholds, to produce coded output. For the current example, the threshold was set at 43% of the normalized LSB peak power. earlier in this section. Figure 5(a) shows the 100GHz analog input signal overlaid on the digitized output. Also shown in Fig. 5(b) is the obtained ENOB of the 3-bit PADC structure (simulation bit limited by the computational capacity) plotted together with the theoretical ENOB values derived in Section 2. With the selection of a reasonable value for κ (0.0142), the differential time delay penalty from the CROW dispersion was minimized, leaving the signal transit time as the dominant source of error in the ENOB of the CROW PADC operation. Worth to mention, to counter the signal transit time and thus to get a higher ENOB (>3) for the PADC at these operation speed (>100GHz), a traveling-wave MZI with longer modulation length can be considered, possibly using Kerr nonlinearity, and co-propagating control optical analog signals.
Finally critical to mention, for the current study assuming electrical modulation, a realistic modulation speed and the material aspects of dielectrics need to be counted. For modulating the index of silicon with an electrical signal, a plasma dispersion effect (with a response time up to 20GHz) can be used [18, 19] . Assuming 1% of the index change ratio ρ in air-hole type Silicon PC structures, ENOB = 5 for the PADC operation was estimated at a 20GS/s sampling speed (from Fig. 2 
Conclusion
We proposed and analyzed a new and unique photonic A/D converter design using slow-light photonic crystal structures. Theoretical analysis on the performance limitation has been developed / and carried out considering both the signal transit time and CROW dispersion effect, to point out the trade-off in device size and penalties in the ENOB, associated with the differential time delay (from the CROW dispersion). Numerical assessment of the device performance shows the feasibility of a slow-light PADC with a reduced device size (up to a factor of 10 (~υ g / c, when compared to those MZI employing a conventional waveguide) and higher ENOB / speed of operations (ENOB = 5, 20GS/s for a silicon platform using a plasma dispersion effect).
